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TLP382- Tokenless Prepayment Metering 

There is a new tokenless prepayment system to hit the market, set up using the ME382 sim 
card meter (above). A three phase version is also available using the MT382 meter.



From a contractor’s point of view it is as simple as installing the meters. 

The landlord would need to register with us for a subscription in order for tenants to top up their 
meters over the internet. 

There are two ways the meter can be topped up with credit: 

Either the tenant goes to see the landlord, gives them the money in cash and the landlord puts credit 
on the meter remotely (via the internet) for them. 

Or, the tenant enters their own card details online and the system uses these details to top the 
meter up. 

When the credit on a meter is low, it can send an email to the landlord to inform them, but also can 
send a message to the tenant asking if they would like to top the meter up with some credit using 
the card details saved on the system. 

Being that there is no card or token prevents fraud, and of course with prepayment coin meters is 
the capability of theft, and also the inconvenience of having to empty cashboxes to collect coins. 

It is a premium solution, which has the capability of cutting out landlord/tenant interaction, but also 
allows people to manage their utility bills regardless of location, i.e. owning properties in Scotland, 
but living in Cornwall, or even from one part of town to another! 

The online management allows for tariff changes, and also for setting the night rates for economy 7 
(night storage heaters). 

You can also set a minimum payment for topping the meters up with credit, e.g. Minimum £5, £10, 
£20, so you can manage how much is being put on the meters to a round figure. 

Of course you can see when the meters were last topped up, and by how much, as well as how many 
units of electricity is being used. 

The online cash management system can be paid in two ways: 

-Annual Subscription- £73 per meter. 

-Monthly Subscription- £7 per meter per month. 



Please note that this meter solution is aimed at customers who have working tenants with a regular 
income, and a bank account. 

The minimum outlay for having the board put individual supplies to each tenant is between £800-
£1200 per flat, making this a much more cost effective and hassle free solution. 


